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1. Introduction 
 
Quantum mechanics plays a fundamental role in physics for describing the universe. It goes back to more than 
two centuries ago when a wave theory of light was proposed by Hooke, Huygens and Euler [1]. Quantum 
mechanics foundations started with Max Planck who based his attention on problem of black body radiation in 
1900 [2,3], and was interpreted realistically by Einstein in 1905 [4]. 
Quantum mechanics was developed by Bohr, Heisenberg, de Broglie, Schrödinger, Born, Dirac, Hilbert, 
Sommerfeld, Dyson, Wien, Pauli, Von Neumann and others during the first three decades of the 20th century [5, 
6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Review of the theory development [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17], shows us the successful story, but 
we cannot ignore that some questions remained unsolved regarding the fundamental features of this theory [18, 
19, 20, 21]. One of the most important of them is the so-called measurement problem; has been a source of 
endless speculation. In fact, the measurement problem has been raised based on the superposition principle, 
namely: A quantum system exists in all its particular possible states simultaneously and a result corresponding 
to only one of the possible configurations will be given when the system is measured or observed [13]. This is 
the wave function reduction concept (equivalent terms to collapse and contraction of the wave function are also 
used) which has been introduced by Heisenberg in 1927 [22] and formulated by Von Neumann in 1932 [23]. 
Von Neumann postulated that the wave function of the system under consideration evolves as a function of time 
in two ways:  
1) In a regular manner, i.e. in accordance with the Schrödinger equation 
2) In a singular manner, that cannot be described by the standard quantum theory equations [24].  
The Von Neumann model of quantum measurement was developed based on the above postulates which have 
provided the standard setting for the exploration of the role of observers [23]. In fact, the measurement problem 
has been focused on discussions of the interpretation of quantum theory since the 1920's in standard form, but 
the concept leads to some conceptual difficulties. 
In this regard, during the past two decades, Zurek developed a new theory of measurement for removing the 
non-clarified aspects of the Von Neumann measurement theory [29]. The key idea promoted by him, is the 
insight that the realistic quantum systems are not only ever isolated, but also they interact continuously with the 
surrounding environment [42]. The approach by Zurek leads us to the concept of decoherence [25]. Although, 
other physicists try to address the whole conceptual questions of the measurement problem using decoherence 
concept, some conceptual problems still need clarification, reformulation and reinterpretation. In this manuscript 
we reformulate and reinterpret the Von Neumann measurement theory, considering conceptual picture of Zurek 
measurement theory by using a mathematical tool which is known as Fuzzy sets theory based on the Fuzzy 
logic.  
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we review Von Neumann quantum measurement model. In 
section 3 we cover Zurek reformulation and decoherence. Section 4 deals with Fuzzy logic and Fuzzy set theory. 
We develop Fuzzy quantum measurement in section 5. The last part is the discussion and conclusion. 
  
2. Quantum Measurement – Von Neumann Model 
  
The quantum theory was developed during the first half of the 20th century. The conventional quantum 
mechanics is based on several postulates [26] like classical mechanics which are as follows: 
1. To every state of a physical system there is a function   associated to and defining the state. 
2. If 1H   is the Hilbert space associated with physical system 1S  and 2H  is the Hilbert space corresponding 
to the other physical system 2S  , then the composite system 1 2S S  will be associated with the tensor 
product of the two Hilbert vector spaces 
1 2H H . 
3. To every observable of a physical system is associated a self- ad joint (or Hermitian) operator allowing a 
compatible set of eigenfunctions.  
4. The time evolution of a quantum state is governed by a unitary linear transformation operator Uˆ . if  t  
is the probability amplitude of a quantum state at time t, then  t t    is its probability amplitude at a 
later time t t  , so that    ˆt t U t     
5. As a result of a measuring process performed upon an observable a , we will obtain only the eigenvalues 
of the Hermitian operator Aˆ , associated to the observable. The probability of getting an Eigenvalue ka   
corresponding to the discrete spectrum is 
2
kC and the probability of getting an Eigenvalue ka  
corresponding to the continuous spectrum within an interval d  is 2C d   
We consider H as Hilbert space and  
1k k
a


to be a sequence of elements of H  and we consider a system to be 
measured. The state of the system is defined as   which is a vector in Hilbert space. If the set of vectors 
 
1k k
a


is an orthonormal basis for this space, one can express 
 
as k k
k
C a   [27] where kC is a complex 
coefficient and 
2
1kC  . Based on the 3
rd postulate, Aˆ  is Hermitian operator associated to the observable a . 
We recall, ˆ k k kA a a a , and whenever the measurement is performed, the system is thrown into one of the 
Eigen state of observable Aˆ (wave function collapse). 
“A measurement always causes the system to jump into an eigenstate of the dynamical variable that is being 
measured.” P.A.M. Dirac [13]. 
In order to address the notion of measurement, we highlight that it is an interaction between a quantum system 
(measured) and a classical system (measuring). 
In the ideal measurement theory developed by Von Neumann [23], he emphasized that quantum mechanics is a 
universally applicable theory. So, any physical system is basically a quantum mechanical system. To have a 
consistent theory of measurement, we must, therefore treat the apparatus A , quantum mechanically [32]. So, we 
consider a quantum system Q , represented by basis vectors  kq in a Hilbert space qH , interacts with a 
measurement apparatus A , described by basis vectors  ka spanning a Hilbert space AH . In this case, ka are 
assumed to correspond to macroscopic “pointer”. So, the state space of composite system–apparatus is given by 
tensor product of individual Hilbert spaces q AH H . 
We suppose, the quantum system is described by   . In this case, it is in a superposition state k k
k
C q  and 
A  is in the initial state 
ia before measurement. By the way, due to the linearity of the Schrödinger equation, 
the total system QA , assumed to be represented by the Hilbert product space q AH H and the composite system- 
apparatus could be described as follows 
                                                                   
QA k k i
k
C q a
 
  
 
                                (2.1) 
which after an infinitesimal time evolution t , we obtain  
                                                                      
QA k k k
k
C q a                                     (2.2) 
As the considered system consist of a sum over more than one states, the system is in a statistical mixture and it 
is in a superposition of the basis states
k kq a . The density matrix (quantum equivalent of a probability 
density) is then given by [30]  
                                               ,
QA QA k k k k k
k k
p q a q a    

  
                                                
 (2.3) 
where 
2
k kp C . 
Equation (2.3) shows correlation between state of the pointer basis and corresponding relative state of the 
system which are preserved in the final mixed state density matrix [29]. 
Von Neumann even considered the possibility of collapse precipitated by a conscious observer [32]. In section 3, 
we survey Von Neumann Quantum measurement theory reformulation by Zurek leading to decoherence.  
 
3. Zurek Reformulation and Decoherence  
 
Based on Von Neumann quantum measurement theory, an additional quantum apparatus A  , coupled to the 
original A , cannot be of any help in resolving the difficulties of the measurement problem. While Von Neumann 
has considered the quantum system, Q and apparatus A , as isolated from the rest of universe, the discussions 
have paid a lot of attention to the immersion of the apparatus in their environments [29, 31- 40]. 
Zurek has shown that the interaction between the quantum apparatus A  and its environment E  may single out 
a preferred pointer basis of the apparatus [29]. To reach to the right conclusion, he has reconsidered the Von 
Neumann model for ideal quantum mechanics measurement, but with the environment included. In the 
reformulation, one can consider the environment denoted by  and its state before the measurement as 
represented by initial state vector 
0e in a Hilbert space H  [41]. On the other hand, we know the state space of 
the composite object system – apparatus- environment is given by the tensor product of the Hilbert 
spaces, q AH H H  (see section 2). In this case, one can consider the composite system -apparatus- environment 
as vector 
QA , and based on the linearity of Schrödinger equation, the time evolution of the system reads  
                                                        
0QA k k i
k
C q a e
 
   
 

                                                      
(3.1) 
 
After two stage infinitesimal time evolution, this gives  
 
                                     
0QA k k k
k
C q a e
 
  
 
 t QA k k k k
k
C q a e                                             (3.2) 
 
So, we obtain the density matrix as follows  
 
                                        
,
QA QA k k k k k k k k
k k
C C q a e q a e   

   

                                                   (3.3) 
 
As, we cannot assume the basis vectors ke of the environment are necessarily mutually orthogonal, one can 
reformulate (3.3) as (for detail see Ref. [42])  
 
                                                   
2
QA k k k k k k k
k
C q a e e a q   .
                                                          
(3.4) 
 
Based on (3.4), Zurek has described, the interaction between Q , A  and   is a process in two stages. The first 
one consists of a unitary time evolution of the state vector of universe, leading to a pure correlation between 
state vectors Q and A . The second consist of a unitary time evolution of the state of universe transforming the 
pure correlation between state vectors Q  and state vectors of A [57]. The first stage is called “Decoherence” 
and the second one known as “super selection “by the pioneers.  
Another more recent aspect of the Zurek’s theory term “invariance” was proposed in [32, 35] and further 
developed in [35]. In this case, Zurek used invariance to explain the emergence of probabilities in quantum 
mechanics and derive Born’s rule based on certain assumptions. Finally, we would like to emphasize that Zurek 
measurement theory arises from a direct application of the quantum mechanical formalism to a description of 
the interaction of physical system with the environment.  
Although, the Zurek measurement has showed some success during the years before leading to decoherence, the 
core difficulty associated with consistent histories, needs to clarify the emergence of the classical world of our 
experience from the underlying quantum nature [42].  
  
 
4. Fuzzy Logic and Fuzzy Set Theory 
 
The Greek philosopher Aristotle (348 B.C.E- 322 B.C.E) founded a system of logic based on only two types of 
proposition, true and false [43-45]. The Aristotle binary logic always leads us to draw the line between 
opposites, A or not A.  
The English mathematician George Boole (1815-1864) sought to give symbolic form to Aristotle logic [46]. He 
codified several rules of two possible values mathematics, 1 or 0. The proposed system by Boole became known 
as Boolean algebra. It captures essential properties of both set operations and logic operations. By the way, the 
set theory was founded by George Cantor by a single famous paper in 1874 [47, 48]. The set theory begins with 
a fundamental theory in the notion of membership. In fact, sets have members which also called elements [56].  
In this case, we suppose A as a subset of U, if A U , then there are two categories of elements which are not 
member of A. In case, one can define a function of subset A of set U as  : 0,1Af U  which is called indicator 
function as  
                                                                      
  10 if x AA if x Af x                                                             (4.1) 
 
Based on the set theory, the interpretation of universe is just black and white but here, an important question 
raises as: Is this interpretation consistent with reality?  
In order to address the above question, we consider a set of students. Everybody who is a student is a member of 
this set otherwise is not. Now, we consider the set of all employees of a company who are tall. What can we say 
about the membership of a specific person? To find the right answer, one need to look into Fuzzy sets theory and 
Fuzzy logic. The idea of Fuzzy sets was introduced by Lotfi A. Zadeh in 1965 [49] and the Fuzzy logic was 
developed later by Zadeh in 1975 [50]. 
A Fuzzy set was defined [58,59,60] as a class of objects with a continuum of grades of membership [51]. It is a 
pair  ,N  where N is a set and  : 0,1N  . For each x N , the value  x is called the grad of membership 
of x in  ,N  . Let x N ; then x  is not included in the fuzzy set  ,N  if   0x   and x is fully included if 
  1x  . In case, if  0 1x  then x is a fuzzy member [53-55]. The set   0x N x known as the support 
of  ,N   and the set   1x N x  is called its Kernel. In this regards, the function  x is membership function 
of the fuzzy set. Based on the Fuzzy set theory, the universe is not black and white but is gray; a continues range 
between black and white and everything is a matter of degree [52]. The above description highlight that the gray 
universe is consistent with reality. 
 
    
5. Fuzzy Quantum Measurement 
 
We recall that Von Neumann quantum measurement theory has developed based on two parts, quantum system, 
and apparatus and the measuring apparatus obeys the rules of quantum mechanics similar to the measured 
system. In this way Zurek has developed his new theory of measurement considering the environment as a new 
interacting part. So, the environment was added to the measurement theory. Zurek had assumed; these three 
portions, quantum system, apparatus, and environment obeying the rules of quantum mechanics but not 
including of the observers. He highlighted, the observer typically does not interact with systems of interest 
themselves, but with their surrounding environments.  
So, is the system identified by observer as a part of environment and apparatus characterized by possible 
outcome values of their quantum degree of freedom, or by possible outcome values of bulk degrees of freedom 
such as macroscopic size? 
Here, we consider four identical particles, A, B, C & D as one dimensional interacting chain (see Fig. 1). 
X X X
A B C D
 
 
Fig.1. Schematic interacting particles 
 
Three interacting systems by the particles A B , A C and A D could be considered. We quantify the 
interaction by parameter F . In this case, one can find 
 
AB AC AD
F F F  
                                                                         
1
2AC AB
F F ,
1
3AD AB
F F                                                                   (5.1) 
 
Now, we consider F as a fuzzy set of the interaction parameters F . If the value of 
AB
F ’s membership function, 
AB
Fm , could be set to 1 then based on (5.1), the amount of membership functions could be as follows 
                                                                
1
50%
2AC
Fm    & 
1
30%
2AD
Fm   .                                                          (5.2) 
 
Let us go back to the Zurek theory. In this case, same as the above example, obviously, the percentage of the 
participation of interaction between quantum system-environment, quantum system-apparatus and apparatus-
environment are not equal. We consider, a measurement set up as figure 2. 
   
 
 
Fig.2. Schematic figure of measuring system 
 
It is evident that interaction between the apparatus particles and the environment particle which is localized in 
1x , quantitatively, is not equal to the interaction between the apparatus and the particle localized in 2x . We 
suppose, the quantity of interaction between the apparatus and the particle located in nx  is indicated by 
ndX
F and the interaction is dependent on the particles distance directly.  
So, one cannot consider the apparatus and the environment as two parts which participate completely in the 
interaction with the quantum system. We develop our new idea based on the fuzzy logic and fuzzy set theory 
which is proposed in section 4 by the following argument. 
We consider the universe as a fuzzy reference set which is indicated by U [52]. We suppose; there is a fuzzy 
subset of U ,  and the fuzzy set of the quantum world indicated byQ . So, Q U and the apparatus and 
environment are the members of Q , since Q is considered as a fuzzy subset. In this case, the membership 
function for apparatus and environment should be considered. We know that the universe is a physical system 
which could be characterized by a Hilbert space H . In order to develop of mathematical image of the idea, one 
may consider fuzzy Hilbert space or in the other words fuzzy inner product space. 
Definition 1 Let V a fuzzy linear space. If, for an arbitrary pair of elements u and v, there is a number  ,u v  of 
[0, 1] such that satisfies:  
1)    , ,u v v u  
2)    , ,ku v k v u    0,1k  
3)      , , ,u v w u w v w     w V  
4)  , 0u u    if  u   
Then V is called a fuzzy inner product space, and  ,u v  is called the fuzzy inner product of u and v. In fuzzy 
inner product space, the following hold 
1)    , ,ku hv kh u v       , 0,1k h  
2)      , , ,u kv hw k v u h u w        , 0,1k h  
3)  If u or v is 0 then  , 0u v   
4) 
1 1 1 1
, ( , )
m n m n
i i j j j j i j
i j i j
k u h V k h u v
   
 
 
 
           , 0,1i jk h   
In the finite spanning inner product space V , let { 
1,..., ne e } be a basis of fuzzy inner product space V, for 
arbitrary u V , v V if
1 1 ... n nu x e x e   , 1 1 ... n nv y e y e   then  
1 1 1 1
, , ( , )
n n n n
i i i i i j i j
i j i j
u v x e y e e e x y
   
 
  
 
   . Let ( , )ij i ja e e  
and ( )ij m nA a   then  
11 1 1
1
1
....
( ... )
n
T
n
n nn n
a a y
XAY x x
a a y
   
  
   
     
 
                                                                       
1 1
( , )
n n
ij i j
i j
a x y u v
 
 
                                                                    
(5.3) 
 
That is ( , ) Tu v XAY , where 1( ,..., )nX x x  and 1( ,..., )nY y y . 
Definition 2 Let  1,..., ne e be a basis of a fuzzy inner product space V and  ,ij i ja e e  then ( )ijA a  is called a 
metric matrix of V under the basis  1,..., ne e . 
Theorem 1 Let two bases  1,..., ne e and  1,..., nv v  of fuzzy inner product space V and A is a metric matrix of V 
under the basis  1,..., ne e  and B is a metric matrix of V under basis  1,..., nv v  if C is a transition matrix 
from  1,..., ne e to  1,..., nv v that is    1 1,..., ,...,n nv v e e C then     , Tij i jn n n nB b v v C AC    . 
Definition 3 For two fuzzy matrices A and B if there is a fuzzy matrix C such that TB C AC  then B  and A  is 
called similar.  
So, we could develop the fuzzy inner product space and its characteristics. Let  
1k k
x


be a sequence of elements 
of H . Based on the fuzzy algebra and the proposed definitions, if  , ,H u v is an ordinary inner product space 
then  , ,H u v k  is fuzzy inner product space where H is a vector space over field F. So, fuzzy Hilbert space 
could be considered as a subspace of ordinary Hilbert space, we consider a fuzzy operator M which denote the 
weight of interaction for each part of environment, apparatus and quantum system with each other. Based on the 
quantum mechanics algebra, the following equation could be considered in fuzzy Hilbert space: 
                                                                             M m m m                                                                            (5.4) 
In this regards, one can find the weight of interaction between the environment; apparatus and the system by 
operating (5.4) on the system. As the weights of the participation are fixed for each measurement set up so the 
sequence of operation between the operator M and the observable operator like Hamiltonian is not important 
i.e. the fuzzy operator M and any other operators denoted by observables are commutative. 
Definition 4 Let m nV  denote set of all m n fuzzy matrices [61] over the fuzzy algebra  0,1F  . The 
operations  ,. are defined on m nV  as follows: 
i. For any two elements  ijA a and  ij m nB b V  define     
,
sup , ,ij ij ij ij
i j
A B a b a b    where each ,ij ija b F  
ii. For any element  ij m nA a V  and a scalar k F define     
,
inf , ,ij ij
i j
kA k a k a    
The above definition indicates that the operation on fuzzy Hilbert space can be done by matrices. 
Definition 5 Let m nV   be a fuzzy normed linear space over F . A mapping T from m nV  into itself is called a 
fuzzy linear transformation (operator) if for any , m nA B V  and k F  
i.      T A B T A T B    
ii.    T kA kT A  
Remark: Let m nV   be a fuzzy normed linear space over F . Then  m nL V  , the set of all linear transformation 
from m nV  to itself is a vector space and fuzzy addition and fuzzy multiplication are defined as  
i.      1 2 1 2T T A T A T A    
ii.    1 1T A T A   
For all  1 2, m nT T L V  , m nA V  and F  . In this case, there are some important properties for them as follows 
i.    1 1T T    
ii.   1 1 1T T T       
iii.  1 2 1 1T T T T      
iv.     1 2 1 2TT x T T x  
v. 
1 10T T   
Definition 6 Let m nV  be the fuzzy normed linear space. Let T be the fuzzy linear transformation from m nV   to 
itself. If there exist an operator *T such that    *, ,T A B A T B for all , m nA B V  then the operator 
*T is 
called fuzzy adjoint of T . Now, consider A  as observable operator then 
                                                                              , 0A M                                                                                (5.5) 
where the observable A  and M are compatible. They have simultaneous eigenket [13]. We consider the above 
sequence as an ensemble of fuzzy set U . Let 
0A be the initial state of apparatus and at the same time 0 , the 
initial state of the environment. Then, one can consider the projection of 
0A which is an element of the Hilbert 
space as an ensemble of the universe fuzzy set. So, it takes the form 0 1 k kkA a x


 . 
In this case, nM could be a Hilbert space considered as a linear manifold spanned by 1 2, ,..., nx x x : 
  1
n
n k k
M span x

  and it is an ensemble of the quantum world fuzzy set denoted by Q . Based on the above 
recipe, first we can operate M on the State ket of the measurement set up.  
                                                                 
0
1
k
n
A
k
M A M m m m

  
                                                                   (5.6) 
and one can write the state ket of the apparatus as  
                                                                   
0
1
k
n
A
k k
k
A a m A


                                                                               (5.7) 
then, the measurement set up Eigen ket reads   
                                                                
0 0SA S A    
                                                                          (5.8) 
and after operating the fuzzy operator, we obtain                                                                              
                                               
0 0
1
k k k
n
S A A
SA S k k k k
k
A C m S m A m e  

   
                                                (5.9)
      
So, 
                                                        
1 , ,
kj
SA k k k k
k j S A E
m C S A e

 
                                                                     (5.10) 
 
In the above equation,
, ,
kj
Q
j S A E
m

 is Fuzzy Quantum Measurement Coefficients (FQMC). In order to find the exact 
value of measurement for quantum system, FQMC should be calculated. To explore the physical consequences 
of the non uniqueness of the basis chosen to represent an environment; apparatus correlated with a quantum 
system, we consider a simple Gedanken experiment for better understanding. In this case, we divide the 
experiment into three steps.  
First, we consider two – state quantum apparatus used to “measure “the other two-state quantum system. Stern-
Gerlach magnets can be arranged to split the spin 
1
2
  beam. We supplement it by a bi-stable atom acting as a 
quantum apparatus same as what has been employed by Scully, Shea, McCullen and Zurek [62, 29] who have 
used a bi-stable atom as a microscopic model of “Wigner’s friend” [63]. We suppose the Stern- Gerlach magnets 
as apparatus, and quantum system fully correlated. so, their correlation percentage is 100%. If a spin enters SG 
in an initially pure Eigen-state,  
 
2
  
 then the apparatus- quantum system initial Eigen-state can be 
represented by 
                                                                            QA A                                                                          (5.11) 
When the spin- atom (quantum apparatus) interaction begins for affecting the 100% correlation into initial state 
one might use the following Fuzzy Quantum Measurement operators  
                                                               
1 0
0 1
S
QM
 
  
 
      and     
1 0
0 1
A
QM
 
  
 
                                                      (5.12)                   
So, the initial state remains unchanged. 
Here, we add another SG into our setup as second step.  We set the magnetic fields of the first apparatus which 
affected into the quantum system along Z  axis of the coordinate system. So, if the magnetic fields of the second 
one, is set along Z axis of the other coordinate system which has the same X  axis with the first one, then we 
can define   as angle between Z  and Z . In case, one can set, 45  . It is obvious, the magnetic field of second 
apparatus is in correlation with quantum system not as complete as the first one. It is straightforward to calculate 
the correlation percentage which could be 50% due to
1
cos
2
  . 
In order to affect 50% correlation into initial state, we use the FQM operator as follows 
 
                                                                               
1
0
2
1
0
2
A
QM

 
 
  
 
  
                                                                       (5.13) 
 
More over; the environment correlation with our setup depends on the environment components positions.  
Here, considering three particles as the environment components turn us into the third step of Gedanken 
experiment. These three particles; apparatus and quantum system are isolated. If the environment particles 
correlate with apparatus and quantum system based on short range interaction potential, then, the correlation 
could be considered as a function of r  which is the position of the environment particles. In this case; one can 
affect the weight of correlation between the environment, apparatus and quantum system by the following FQM 
operator. 
                                                                      
( ) 0
0 ( )
Q AA
Q
Q A
f r r
M
f r r

 
  
 
                                                           (5.14) 
 
where the Qr  is the position of apparatus – system and Ar  is the position of the particle indicated by A. The 
dimension of the matrix which is representative of the operator, depends on the number of the environment 
particles and dimensions of the fuzzy Hilbert space. 
 
 
6. Conclusion & Discussion  
The Von Neumann quantum measurement theory was developed based on the important assumption which state 
the quantum system and apparatus obey the quantum mechanics rules both. This assumption was considered as a 
base by Zurek in his reformulation for quantum system, apparatus and the environment which was added by him 
as new interacting part of measurement set up. In this article we have changed this main assumption into a new 
one. Although the assumption which state the universe obeying the quantum mechanics rules seems correct, but 
we believe in a measurement set up, just the interacting part of the universe with measured quantum system 
could be considered as part of the quantum world. As a conclusion, we have proposed new correction 
coefficients called FQMC. Based on the Von Neumann and Zurek, the measurement is a process in two stages. 
The first stage consists in a unitary time evolution of the state vectors of the environment leading to a pure 
correlation between state vectors of quantum system and apparatus. The second one, consist in a unitary time 
evolution of the state of the universe, transforming the pure correlation between state vectors of quantum system 
and state vectors of apparatus into a pure correlation between state vectors of quantum system and state vectors 
of apparatus but it is a continues process occurring within a finite time interval [57]. When the quantum system 
and apparatus combine and left in a pure state that represents a linear superposition of system-pointer states, we 
cannot realize the system actually is in which states after collapse. In this case, based on Fuzzy Quantum 
Measurement, the actual state would be nominated by whole combined system-apparatus-environment based on 
the interaction between the components of each part. The second difficulty associated with quantum 
measurement is known as the preferred basis problem. In general, for some choice of apparatus states, the 
corresponding new system states are not mutually orthogonal. So that the observable associated with these states 
is not Hermitian, and is usually not desired. The Fuzzy Quantum Measurement could be able to clear this 
problem also due to effect of FQM operator. By affecting these operators, the base also could be nominated 
exactly related to the number of interacting particles which are engaged in the setup. In fact, by FQMC 
correction, the base state problem was removed due to affect a particular consequence recognizing by FQMC on 
the correlation between the universes, apparatus and the quantum system state vectors. The sequence of 
correlation is based on the value of FQMC. In this case, If Am m , the first step of correlation is between the 
quantum system state vectors and apparatus and so on. For instance, doing measurement on a located atom in a 
solid network, the surrounding phonons and other neighbor atoms would act more likely as an environment. In 
this case Am m , and the first stage correlation could be between quantum system state vectors and environment 
state vectors. 
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